What’s on Your Phone?

The person with the most points wins!

One Point
*Facebook App
*Instagram App
*Chrome browser
*A contact whose last name starts with the letter T
*A picture of flowers

Five Points
*One of your contacts is labeled doctor
*More than 1,000 photos
*If you DON’T have the game Candy Crush on your phone
*A text message sent more than a year ago
*If your most recent phone call was more than 6 hours ago

Ten Points
*If your phone case color has gold in it
*More than 2 books in the Kindle app
*If you have over 800 songs on your phone
*If your background picture is of a pet
*If your phone is charged more than 60%

Fifteen Points
*A photo editing program
*More than 20 games for kids
*Over 12 items on a to-do list
*If your ringtone is a popular
*If all of your e-mail messages are read